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Where is CLE credit eligible? 

Each session is eligible for CLE credit in CA, NY, VT and WA. NY certification requires an extra form and 

code which will be called out in communications ahead of and during the presentation. Fenwick’s MCLE 

team will also apply for WA CLE credit approval. This credit will be pending until approved by the WSBA, 

which can take up to 3-4 weeks to receive approval.

You can apply for individual CLE credit with your State Bar once the program you attend concludes. Our 

MCLE team can then provide you with any materials you need to complete your application. Please reach 

out to our MCLE team.

How much credit will I receive? 

Each session is eligible for one hour of credit except for the Employment Year-End Review which is an 

hour and a half program and is eligible for 1.5 hours of credit.

Which sessions are applicable for specialty credit?  

Any session titled “Special Credit CLE” along with the “Ethics in M&A Transactions” are available for 

specialty credits. 

What do I need to do to receive credit? 

CLE credit in CA and VT is automatic. NY certification requires an extra form and code which is why it was 

called out in the communications and during the presentation. WA credit will be applied once the program 

concludes, and attendees will be notified once Fenwick receives approval from the WSBA. 

If CLE credit is needed outside of the jurisdictions we can provide, you must apply for individual credit in 

your desired state. If materials are needed for your application, please contact MCLE@fenwick.com to 

assist you with those materials. 

When will I receive my certificate? 

We will send your certificate to the email address that you used to register for the program within two 

weeks after it concludes. 

Are any of these sessions being recorded and available on demand for CLE self-study? 

A number of the sessions will be recorded. Please sign up for the programs you are interested in and even 

if you are unable to attend the live session we will send the presentation and recording if available after. 

Who do I contact for additional questions? 

Please contact our MCLE Team with any additional questions. 
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